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Abstract: The frequency footprint of ID and 2D profiling instruments needs to be carefully
considered in comparing ID surface roughness spectrum measurements made by different
instruments. Contributions from orthogonal direction frequency components can not be neglected.
OCIS codes: 120.3940, 120.6650, 120.6660, 120.4800,220.4840,340.7470,350.4800

1. Introduction

The use of optical profiling instruments is ubiquitous in the measurement of the roughness of optical surfaces. Their
ease-of-use and non-contact measurement method found widespread use in the optics industry for measuring the
quality of delicate optical surfaces. Computerized digital data acquisition with these instruments allowed for quick
and easy calculation of surface roughness statistics, such as root-mean-square (RMS) roughness. The computing
power of the desktop computer allowed for the rapid conversion of spatial domain data into the frequency domain,
enabling the application of sophisticated signal processing techniques to be applied to the analysis of surface
roughness, the most powerful of which is the power spectral density (PSP) function. Application of the PSD
function to surface statistics introduced the concept of "bandwidth-limited" roughness, where the value of the RMS
roughness depends critically upon the spatial frequency response of the instrument. Different instruments with
different spatial frequency response characteristics give different answers when measuring the same surface[l].

The earliest optical profilometers used linear array sensors and were, by nature, one-dimensional
measurements[2]. It was recognized early on that the two-dimensional nature of a real surface needed to be
considered in estimating the "true" value of statistics from one-dimensional measurements, but these considerations
were ignored because it was not easy to measure the 2D surface with a ID profiler. The situation has now changed
dramatically over the past two decades, in that 2D surface profilers have made ID profilers obsolete. Now it is easy
to measure 2D surface topography and compute 2D statistics in the spatial domain. But we still compute ID
frequency domain statistics from 2D measurements by computing the PSD of each row in the 2D array and then
averaging all row PSDs into one representative PSD. This procedure still ignores the 2D nature of the surface in
frequency space and leads to inconsistencies in comparing measurements between different instruments. The
problem now is to reconcile statistics computed over a 2D spatial frequency domain between instruments, as the
frequency footprint of each instrument in both the x- and y-directions needs to be considered.

2. Theoretical considerations

The transformation from a 2D to a ID PSD is accomplished formally by integrating the 2D spectrum, S2(fx , fy) over
thef y coordinate[3]:

00

S; (fJ measured = 4 fd/yS2 (fx ' T, ).H (Ix, I, ) (l)
o

where 52 is the two-sided PSD that is defined over positive and negative frequencies, S1 * is the one-sided ID PSD
defined for positive frequencies, and H is the instrument response function, which for simplicity we take to be unity
here over all frequencies. Note that the value of the ID PSD at a given frequency Ix. requires knowledge of the entire
span of 2D frequencies in the y-direction at thatj, value. In most cases, we do not know what the frequency
spectrum is over this infinite range. Our knowledge is limited to a finite frequency range that depends upon the
frequency range of the sampling in the spatial domain. The relationship between the sampling parameters and the
frequency bandwidth is illustrated in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1 - Frequency domain rangefor various pixel sampling conditions. A singlepixelcoversonly the highest frequency range in
the comersof frequency space, extending to infinity in both Ifxl and] fy I. As morepixelsare addedto the profile, the low
frequency rangeapproaches the origin.

A single pixel of size Llx and Lly can be considered to have a frequency footprint[4] in the x-direction of [l/LlX,
00] and likewise in the y-direction of [lilly, 00]. In a profile measurement consisting ofN sample points in the x
direction, the low frequency limit moves to l/NLlx, and the frequency footprint extends to this value as shown by the
yellow region in Fig. 1. Note that the y-frequency range has not changed. The same considerations show that an M
point column profile in the y-direction moves the lower limit of the y-frequency to the lower value 11MLly.

A problem arises if we now attempt to compare the ID roughness spectra between instruments with different
spatial domain probe sizes. In order to compare ID PSDs from both instruments, the frequency range of both
instruments in the orthogonal direction must be the same. The x-direction frequency range will, in general differ, but
we assume here that there is a region of overlap between the high frequency end of the small-pixel device and the
low frequency end of the large-pixel device. This is illustrated in the next section.

3.~easureD1entresul~

Profile measurements were made on a toroidal mirror surface with a Long Trace Profiler (LTP)[5] and a Zygo
NewView 6300 Optical Profiler (NV). The LTP has a probe beam with a nominal diameter of about 1 mm and
produces a single line profile that is about 150mm in length. The 2D NewView measurements were made with a
640x480 pixel camera with an objective magnification of 20x which produce an effective pixel size of about O.5~m.
The LTP is operated in a micro-sampling mode, where the step size is O.lmm per point. The surface is highly
oversampled in this case and the attenuation of the high frequency signal due to averaging within the beam diameter
must be considered in the analysis. This oversampling by the LTP produces a reasonable frequency overlap region
between the two measurements.

The PSD curves for the two measurements are shown in Fig. 2. The uncorrected LTP curve (black) and the one
row average NewView PSD (red) do not match at all in the region of overlap. This is not surprising, since the y
extent of the spatial frequency ranges are so different between the machines. The effective pixel size of the LTP is
about 1000 times larger than the NV, so its frequency footprint extends to much lower frequencies and the high
frequencies are attenuated by averaging the height information within the beam diameter. The NV spectrum Appears
to be much higher than the tail of the LTP.

Now we apply the appropriate corrections to both data sets. First, we bin the data in the NV 2D array in the
vertical (column) direction to generate an effective single row profile with a frequency footprint in the y-direction
that is close to that of the LTP. This averages out a significant fraction of the high frequency roughness and
produces a smoother effective profile. The RMS roughness values for these two spectra are 0.57nm and O.13nm
integrated over the full NV bandwidth shown. When we compute the PSD from this profile, we see that the absolute
magnitude of the spectrum has decreased significantly. Next, we apply a Gaussian restoration filter to the LTP
spectrum with a variable sigma parameter to restore the attenuated high frequencies. Since we don't know precisely
the exact LTP probe beam diameter, we use two values for the Gaussian filter, 600~m and 750~m. One can see from
Fig. 2 that the 600~m parameter raises the high frequency tail of the LTP so that it exactly matches the magnitude
and slope of the binned NewView spectrum.
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Fig. 2 -lD PSD curves for the LTP profile (left set) and the NewView data (right set.) The NewView spectra show the
reduction in magnitude produced by binning the high resolution pixels in the vertical direction to match the low frequency
footprint of the LTP in the y-direction. A Gaussian restoration filter applied to the LTP spectrum boosts up the tail of the
curve to match the magnitude and slope of the New View spectrum

4. Conclusions

This crude analysis indicates that it is necessary to account for the precise spatial frequency footprint of each
instrument in the orthogonal direction when comparing ID spectra from different instruments. This caveat applies
also to measurements made by the same instrument with different magnification objectives. That the RMS
roughness statistics can differ by such a large factor, 0.57nm vs. O.l3nm, indicates that it may not be sufficient to
specify just the x-direction spatial frequency range in the statistical quantities derived from 1D PSD calculations. An
effort is underway to provide a more rigorous analytic description of this problem.
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